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The Flight Of Dragons
Greece in the age of Heroes. Patroclus, an awkward young prince, has been exiled to the kingdom of Phthia. Here he is
nobody, just another unwanted boy living in the shadow of King Peleus and his golden son, Achilles. Achilles, 'best of all
the Greeks', is everything Patroclus is not - strong, beautiful, the child of a goddess - and by all rights their paths should
never cross. Yet one day, Achilles takes the shamed prince under his wing and soon their tentative companionship gives
way to a steadfast friendship. As they grow into young men skilled in the arts of war and medicine, their bond blossoms
into something far deeper - despite the displeasure of Achilles's mother Thetis, a cruel and deathly pale sea goddess with
a hatred of mortals. Fate is never far from the heels of Achilles. When word comes that Helen of Sparta has been
kidnapped, the men of Greece are called upon to lay siege to Troy in her name. Seduced by the promise of a glorious
destiny, Achilles joins their cause, Torn between love and fear for his friend, Patroclus follows Achilles into war, little
knowing that the years that follow will test everything they have learned, everything they hold dear. And that, before he is
ready, he will be forced to surrender his friend to the hands of Fate. Profoundly moving and breathtakingly original, this
rendering of the epic Trojan War is a dazzling feat of the imagination, a devastating love story, and an almighty battle
between gods and kings, peace and glory, immortal fame and the human heart.
"You must go to the dragon. You must leave tonight." Before she even hears the words, Kaeldra already knows she must
find the mother dragon whose draclings have just hatched and get some of the precious milk in order to save her foster
sister’s life. Since Kaeldra can communicate with dragons, she is the only one who can accomplish the task. And so she
begins a journey that will entwine her fate with that of three little draclings and one would-be dragonslayer—a journey that
will become a struggle for life.
How long does a dragon’s egg take to hatch? Find out as this hilariously macabre series continues. (Age 8 and up) In
this deadly funny fourth Tale from the Five Kingdoms, it’s Gracie Gillypot’s birthday, and Prince Marcus plans to show
her a flight of dragons as a special gift. But when greedy, chocolate-hungry twins awaken the banished Old Malignant
One, evil magic and Total Oblivion threaten the Five Kingdoms. Gracie must find a powerful, long-forgotten dragon’s egg
before the Old Malignant One does in order to save the day. With the help of a wayward troll, two chatty bats, and the
ancient crones, can Gracie foil his rotten plans? And can she overcome a spoiled princess, a malicious crow, and loads
of chocolate cake to do so?
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
The final volume in Robin Hobb's popular Rain Wilds fantasy series, Blood of Dragons completes the story of the
dragons, their keepers, and their quest to find the lost city of Kelsingra—and the mythical silver wells that the dragons
need to survive. Can Tintaglia and the Elderlings unlock the secrets of the ancient city? Or are they doomed to
extinction? The world of Robin Hobb’s Rain Wilds series has been praised by Booklist as "one of the most gripping
settings in modern fantasy," and Publishers Weekly called the Rain Wilds books "a meticulously realized fantasy tale"
and "a welcome addition to contemporary dragon lore."
Describes the physical features and behaviors of dragons and unicorns.
With the acclaimed Temeraire novels, New York Times bestselling author Naomi Novik has created a fantasy series like
no other, combining the high-flying appeal of Anne McCaffrey’s Pern saga and the swashbuckling derring-do of Patrick
O’Brian’s historical seafaring adventures. Now, with League of Dragons, Novik brings the imaginative tour de force that
has captivated millions to an unforgettable finish. Napoleon’s invasion of Russia has been roundly thwarted. But even as
Capt. William Laurence and the dragon Temeraire pursue the retreating enemy through an unforgiving winter, Napoleon
is raising a new force, and he’ll soon have enough men and dragons to resume the offensive. While the emperor
regroups, the allies have an opportunity to strike first and defeat him once and for all—if internal struggles and petty
squabbles don’t tear them apart. Aware of his weakened position, Napoleon has promised the dragons of every
country—and the ferals, loyal only to themselves—vast new rights and powers if they fight under his banner. It is an offer
eagerly embraced from Asia to Africa—and even by England, whose dragons have long rankled at their disrespectful
treatment. But Laurence and his faithful dragon soon discover that the wily Napoleon has one more gambit at the
ready—one that that may win him the war, and the world. Praise for League of Dragons “Novik has accomplished
something singular with her Temeraire series. It’s long. It’s sumptuous. . . . It’s a story about friendship that transcends
not only time and class, but species. . . . League of Dragons masterfully wraps up so many plot threads and loose ends
that had built up throughout the previous eight books [but] Novik never forgets that, as complex as her ideas and plot
may get, the very simple notions of friendship and loyalty lie at the heart of the series.”—NPR “A satisfying conclusion to
a remarkable series.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “Thrilling scenes of aerial combat are interspersed with detailed
character work, moral complexities, and political maneuvering. Novik expertly balances a myriad of plotlines and
characters and offers an extremely satisfying resolution.”—Booklist (starred review) “This thrilling installment is packed
with action and excitement, drawing the series to a delightful and satisfying close with plenty of twists, misadventures,
and aerial combat along the way.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Novik’s fans won’t be disappointed.”—Library
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Journal “League of Dragons is an ending to the series, it is a definitive one, and it is a satisfying one. Go read
it.”—Tordotcom
“Has all the ingredients for an instant success: plots, counterplots, mystery, valiant knights, and blossoming relationships
replete with broken hearts, deception and betrayal. It will keep you entertained for hours, and will satisfy all ages.
Recommended for the permanent library of all fantasy readers.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re The
Sorcerer’s Ring) “The beginnings of something remarkable are there.” --San Francisco Book Review (re A Quest of
Heroes) From #1 bestseller Morgan Rice, author of A Quest of Heroes (over 1,300 five star reviews) comes the debut of
a startlingly new fantasy series. REALM OF DRAGONS (Age of the Sorcerers—Book One) tells the story of the epic
coming of age of one very special 16 year old boy, a blacksmith’s son from a poor family who is offered no chance of
proving his fighting skills and breaking into the ranks of the nobles. Yet he holds a power he cannot deny, and a fate he
must follow. It tells the story of a 17 year old princess on the eve of her wedding, destined for greatness—and of her
younger sister, rejected by her family and dying of plague. It tells the tale of their three brothers, three princes who could
not be more different from each other—all of them vying for power. It tells the story of a kingdom on the verge of change,
of invasion, the story of the dying dragon race, falling daily from the sky. It tells the tale of two rival kingdoms, of the
rapids dividing them, of a landscape dotted with dormant volcanoes, and of a capital accessible only with the tides. It is a
story of love, passion, of hate and sibling rivalry; of rogues and hidden treasure; of monks and secret warriors; of honor
and glory, and of betrayal and deception. It is the story of Dragonfell, a story of honor and valor, of sorcerers, magic, fate
and destiny. It is a tale you will not put down until the early hours, one that will transport you to another world and have
you fall in in love with characters you will never forget. It appeals to all ages and genders. Books two--THRONE OF
DRAGONS--is also now available! “A spirited fantasy ….Only the beginning of what promises to be an epic young adult
series.” --Midwest Book Review (re A Quest of Heroes) “Action-packed …. Rice's writing is solid and the premise
intriguing.” --Publishers Weekly (re A Quest of Heroes)
“A fast-paced adventure combined with an engrossing mystery, all set in a unique and original fantasy world. I can't wait
to find out what happens next!” —Martha Wells, Hugo Award-winning author on For the Killing of Kings In this sequel to
For the Killing of Kings, Howard Andrew Jones returns to the ring-sworn champions of the Altenerai in Upon the Flight of
the Queen to continue this thrilling, imaginative and immersive epic fantasy trilogy. While the savage Naor clans prepare
to march on the heart of the Allied Realms, Rylin infiltrates the highest of the enemy ranks to learn their secrets and free
hundreds of doomed prisoners. His ailing mentor Varama leads the ever-dwindling Altenerai corps in a series of
desperate strikes to cripple the Naor occupiers, hoping for a relief force that may not come in time to save what’s left of
the city and her charges. Elenai, Kyrkenall, and the kobalin Ortok ride through the storm-wracked Shifting Lands to
rekindle an alliance with the ko’aye, the only possible counter to the terrible Naor dragons. Even if they survive the
hazardous trek deep through kobalin territory to find the winged lizards, though, the three are unlikely to get a warm
reception, for the queen of the five realms refused to aid the ko’aye when their homelands were attacked, and the
creatures have long memories. While the Altenerai fight impossible odds to save the realms, their queen delves further
and deeper into the magic of the mysterious hearthstones in a frantic attempt to unlock secrets that might just destroy
them all. Praised for his skills in drafting modern epic fantasy that engrosses and entertains, Howard Andrew Jones
delivers a sequel that expands the amazing world, relationships, and adventure introduced in the first book of this series.
Presents an introduction to dragonology that includes spells for catching dragons, their natural history, and descriptions
of legendary dragons and dragonslayers.
Dragons aren't real ... or are they? This carefully constructed and beautifully illustrated case for the existence of dragons
will convince even the skeptics.
Zara and Lessie return in book 2 of this dragon rider adventure series, for fans of Eragon and Dragon Riders of Pern!
When Zara and Lessie first laid eyes on each other, neither dragon nor rider had any idea of the trials they would have to
face together. Now, after several kidnapping and murder attempts, the pair have been transported to a secret location,
where they must finish their training under the enigmatic and frustrating Lord Tavarian. But with war brewing on the
horizon, and Salcombe on the hunt for Zara, no place is truly safe. Soon, the two find themselves being attacked on all
fronts, forced to lay down their lives for a cause they don't believe in and turn their backs on what they know to be right.
Fortunately for Zara, she and Lessie never been one to follow the rules. For that rebel streak may prove to be the crucial
difference between triumphant victory, or certain death...
As the last of the dragon eggs, laid long ago, begin to hatch, Lyf becomes a reluctant friend who tries to save both the
dragon mothers and their newly born children from their enemies.
On Gracie Gillypot's birthday, greedy, chocolate-hungry twins awaken the banished Old Malignant One, and unless
Gracie can find a powerful, long-forgotten dragon's egg, the Five Kingdoms may succumb to evil magic and Total
Oblivion.
The dragons are back and they're bigger and badder than ever before in this brilliant sequel to Dragonskin Slippers
The thrilling adventure continues in the third volume of memoirs as Lady Trent undertakes an around-the-world sea
voyage to discover new species of dragons
"You must go to the dragon. You must leave tonight." Before she even hears the words, Kaeldra already knows what she
must do. She must search out the mother dragon whose draclings have just hatched and somehow get some of her
precious milk. It's the only way to save her foster-sister's life. Kaeldra would rather not go. It's much too terriffying, much
too dangerous. But Kaeldra knows that she's the only one who can do it. For she is the only one who can actually
communicate with dragons. But little does Kaeldra know what she's getting into. She's about to begin a journey that will
entwine her fate with that of three little draclings and one would-be dragonslayer. A journey the will become a struggle for
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life.
Some extraordinary rats come to the aid of a mouse family in this Newbery Medal Award–winning classic by notable
children’s author Robert C. O’Brien. Mrs. Frisby, a widowed mouse with four small children, is faced with a terrible
problem. She must move her family to their summer quarters immediately, or face almost certain death. But her youngest
son, Timothy, lies ill with pneumonia and must not be moved. Fortunately, she encounters the rats of NIMH, an
extraordinary breed of highly intelligent creatures, who come up with a brilliant solution to her dilemma. And Mrs. Frisby
in turn renders them a great service.
It's finally time for Jyothky and eight other misfit adolescent dragons to go off to an unexplored, dragon-free universe and
decide who will marry whom. They're astral dragons, mighty and arrogant, with devastating breath weapons and vast
magical powers, and they're not even there to conquer the place. What kind of trouble could the natives possibly be —
even civilized and technologically sophisticated natives? Or the mind-controlling parasite worms, or the undead god, or
any of Hove's other surprises? …Maybe quite a lot of trouble, but not as much as they will bring upon themselves.
The Dragonmaster Trilogy collection is a compilation of three stunning YA Fantasy novels, FLAME, FLIGHT and
FREEDOM as well as two books of short stories. Join sisterwitches Sanna and Isadora Spence as they grow into a new
world of dragons, unexpected magic, and struggles that test the enduring bonds of sisterhood. FLAME In Anguis, magic
Is forbidden. Dragon Servants Sanna and Isadora Spence live deep in Letum Wood, where persnickety dragons and
wars on the borders are the least of their worries. Thanks to years of simmering tension, the hidden village is destined to
crack. Soon, Sanna’s deep love for the giant beasts causes her to make an irreversible mistake, while Isadora’s
disinterest leads her to a fateful decision that will change the course of the entire world. Can the sisters prevent
everything they know from falling apart? Or do they allow it to break and pave the way for new growth? Join these
beloved sisterwitches in a story about sisterhood, new magic, and dealing with change. FLIGHT A treacherous new world
awaits. Sisterwitches Isadora and Sanna Spence aren’t sitting back anymore. In fact, they’re both tangled in separate
new worlds—ones they didn’t anticipate. Despite the Dragonmasters home burning to ash, Sanna is certain of one
thing—she will not be a tyrant, even though managing a brood of frightened dragons falls on her reluctant shoulders.
When a devastating tragedy strikes the Dragonmaster families, Sanna is forced to face a world she never knew existed.
Isadora, on the other hand, is too busy with her new life to worry about her old one. In the midst of training with her
perpetually annoyed mentor, Maximillion, Isadora is unexpectedly taken away from home and thrust into a dangerous
game. Her life is now in the hands of her most terrifying enemy: Cecelia Bianchi. Both sisters are far from home and over
their heads. Can they marshal their courage to save those they care about? Or will their expanding horizons prove to be
their biggest danger yet? Join the beloved sisters from FLAME in a new tale about growing up, moving on, and finding
the courage within. FREEDOM Isadora Spence knows two things: 1) she’s tired of all the wars and wants them to stop
and 2) she never wants to see Maximillion Sinclair again. Sparks fly when rising desperation leads Isadora and
Maximillion to attend a political delegation together in the Southern Network. She’s determined to create a pact for peace
and save lives, but when events spiral into far more dangerous territory, she realizes the only witch she can trust is
Maximillion. Can they work together, or will everything fall apart? Meanwhile, her sisterwitch Sanna is out of her depth in
an unfamiliar world of volatile goddesses and buried history. Facing an unwinnable battle against Prana, the ruthless
goddess of the sea, Sanna roots through history, only to discover that Prana isn’t the only enemy they face. In a world
embroiled with war on all fronts, can the sisterwitches do their part to bring peace and freedom to Antebellum? Or will all
their best efforts fail in the bigger machinations of goddesses and witches? FREEDOM is the final book in the
Dragonmaster trilogy. This sweeping YA Fantasy saga will take to a new world, keep you on the edge of your seat, and
ask you to answer the most impossible question of all: What is freedom?
Marie Brennan begins a thrilling new fantasy series in A Natural History of Dragons, combining adventure with the
inquisitive spirit of the Victorian Age. You, dear reader, continue at your own risk. It is not for the faint of heart—no more
so than the study of dragons itself. But such study offers rewards beyond compare: to stand in a dragon's presence, even
for the briefest of moments—even at the risk of one's life—is a delight that, once experienced, can never be forgotten. . . .
All the world, from Scirland to the farthest reaches of Eriga, know Isabella, Lady Trent, to be the world's preeminent
dragon naturalist. She is the remarkable woman who brought the study of dragons out of the misty shadows of myth and
misunderstanding into the clear light of modern science. But before she became the illustrious figure we know today,
there was a bookish young woman whose passion for learning, natural history, and, yes, dragons defied the stifling
conventions of her day. Here at last, in her own words, is the true story of a pioneering spirit who risked her reputation,
her prospects, and her fragile flesh and bone to satisfy her scientific curiosity; of how she sought true love and happiness
despite her lamentable eccentricities; and of her thrilling expedition to the perilous mountains of Vystrana, where she
made the first of many historic discoveries that would change the world forever. "Saturated with the joy and urgency of
discovery and scientific curiosity."—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on A Natural History of Dragons An NPR Best
Book of 2013 The Lady Trent Memoirs 1. A Natural History of Dragons 2. The Tropic of Serpents 3. Voyage of the
Basilisk 4. In the Labyrinth of Drakes 5. Within the Sanctuary of Wings At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
This is a book filled with dragon stories, with a finale that will surprise you! (Written by Lazarus Boutwell, age 7)
Through no fault of his own, the once human Jim Eckert had become a dragon. Unfortunately, his beloved Angie had
remained human. But in this magical land anything could happen. To make matter worse, Angie had been taken prisoner
by an evil dragon and was held captive in the impenetrable Loathly Tower. So in this land where humans were edible and
beasts were magical--where spells worked and logic didn't--Jim Eckert had a big, strange problem.
Here is a collection of fabulously funny poems put together by John Foster and illustrated with creative genius by Korky
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Paul. There are poems by a range of authors about dragons in all sorts of situations - chasing teachers, playing the
banjo, feasting, fighting knights, or being taken home as pets. Guaranteed to delight, this is a perfect introduction to
poetry either at home or at school. John Foster and Korky Paul's poetry partnership began over 10 years ago, with the
publication of Dragon Poems. The combination of John's inspired and witty selection of poems, with Korky's crazily
imaginative and anarchic illustrations, has proved exceptionally popular.
The Dragon Masters have to save the prime Dragon Stone -- or they will lose their connections to their dragons forever!
The Dragon Masters travel to the Land of Pyramids in search of the secret Pyramid of the Seven Dragons. There are
several puzzles
From New York Times bestselling author Yasmine Galenorn comes an all-new series set in the realm of her Otherworld
novels. I’m Shimmer, a blue dragon shifter. Thanks to a mistake, I was exiled from the Dragon Reaches and sentenced
to work for Alex Radcliffe, a vampire who owns the Fly by Night Magical Investigations Agency. Now, not only do I have
to adapt to Earthside culture, but every time I turn around, somebody’s trying to kill us. And worse, Alex is as gorgeous
as he is exasperating. But you know what they say: All’s fair in love and bounty hunting… When an old friend of Alex
contacts him about a haunting at the High Tide Bed & Breakfast in Port Townsend, Washington, we think we’re on a
simple ghost hunt. But our investigation quickly transforms into a deadly fight as we uncover an eighty-year-old murder, a
cursed house, and a dark force trapping the spirits within. To stop impending disaster we must break the curse and lay
the angry spirits to rest.
Impossible world. Impossible dragon. Impossible adventure. Lost with her ship and crew in an unfamiliar land, Min’s first
command could be her last. Nothing here behaves the way it should: The magic that powers her skyship has been
drained, rendering it immobile. The sky is an endless twilight, lit by the luminous fish that swim in it. Off starboard, there’s
also the country-sized dragon that is looking particularly hungry. It will take all of Min’s training and experience to get her
people safely back home, but as the truth about the Darkstar Dimension begins to be revealed, Min will have to prove to
her crew - and to herself - that she is still the best person for the job. From the twisted mind that created the ‘delightfully
weird’ Yarnsworld series comes a fantasy adventure like no other. Grab it now, to set sail on a journey you’ll never
forget!
Combining fact with fantasy and science with romance, Peter Dickinson, an award-winning novelist, sets out to prove that
dragons really did exist, whilst Wayne Anderson's illustrations bring these creatures to life.
Mega bestselling author Angie Sage takes flight with an epic adventure that imagines dragons in the modern world. The
first in a thrilling multi-author series.
Free epic fantasy novel! Song of Dragons -- a fantasy trilogy of blood, steel, and dragonfire. For fans of epic fantasy like
A Game of Thrones and The Lord of the Rings. BOOK ONE: BLOOD OF REQUIEM Long ago stood the kingdom of
Requiem, a land of men who could grow wings and scales, breathe fire, and take flight as dragons. Requiem ruled the
sky. But Dies Irae, a tyrant leading an army of griffins, hunted Requiem's people, burned their forests, and shattered their
temples. Requiem fell. This ancient land now lies in ruin, its halls crumbled, its cries silenced, its skeletons littering the
burned earth. In the wilderness, a scattering of survivors lives in hiding. The griffins still hunt them, and every day
promises death. Will Requiem's last children perish in exile... or once more become dragons and fly to war? Blood of
Requiem -- a free epic fantasy novel for fans of dragons, A Game of Thrones, and swords and sorcery. ____________
THE REQUIEM SERIES: Requiem: Dawn of Dragons Book 1: Requiem's Song Book 2: Requiem's Hope Book 3:
Requiem's Prayer Requiem: Song of Dragons Book 1: Blood of Requiem Book 2: Tears of Requiem Book 3: Light of
Requiem Requiem: Dragonlore Book 1: A Dawn of Dragonfire Book 2: A Day of Dragon Blood Book 3: A Night of Dragon
Wings Requiem: The Dragon War Book 1: A Legacy of Light Book 2: A Birthright of Blood Book 3: A Memory of Fire
Requiem: Requiem for Dragons Book 1: Dragons Lost Book 2: Dragons Reborn Book 3: Dragons Rising Requiem: Flame
of Requiem Book 1: Forged in Dragonfire Book 2: Crown of Dragonfire Book 3: Pillars of Dragonfire Requiem: Dragonfire
Rain Book 1: Blood of Dragons Book 2: Rage of Dragons Book 3: Flight of Dragons
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves,
and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned forth souls. But everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the
orders of a ruthless king, maji were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her people without hope.
Discover a whole new world of dragons in this beautifully illustrated book on the scaliest of magical creatures. From every
detail of their wings to the history of their treasure, you'll learn about famous dragons from around the world. The latest
research into dragon culture will be revealed, and you'll meet some incredible dragon leaders along the way. If you
thought the world's most famous fire-breathing creatures lived only in myth and fairytale, think again. Dragon researchers
will introduce you to amazing beasts from tiny to huge, from sweet to ferocious. Soon you'll be a dragon expert to rival
them all!
The first book in the revolutionary New York Times bestselling Expanse series, a modern masterwork of science fiction. Leviathan Wakes
introduces Captain James Holden, his crew, and Detective Miller as they unravel a horrifying solar system wide conspiracy that begins with a
single missing girl. Now a Prime Original series. Humanity has colonized the solar system - Mars, the Moon, the Asteroid Belt and beyond but the stars are still out of our reach. Jim Holden is XO of an ice miner making runs from the rings of Saturn to the mining stations of the Belt.
When he and his crew stumble upon a derelict ship, the Scopuli, they find themselves in possession of a secret they never wanted. A secret
that someone is willing to kill for - and kill on a scale unfathomable to Jim and his crew. War is brewing in the system unless he can find out
who left the ship and why. Detective Miller is looking for a girl. One girl in a system of billions, but her parents have money and money talks.
When the trail leads him to the Scopuli and rebel sympathizer Holden, he realizes that this girl may be the key to everything. Holden and
Miller must thread the needle between the Earth government, the Outer Planet revolutionaries, and secretive corporations - and the odds are
against them. But out in the Belt, the rules are different, and one small ship can change the fate of the universe. "Interplanetary adventure the
way it ought to be written." - George R. R. Martin The ExpanseLeviathan WakesCaliban's WarAbaddon's GateCibola BurnNemesis
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ChurnThe Vital AbyssStrange DogsAuberon
For more than thirty years, Pern has conjured visions of brave men and women mounted upon the backs of dragons. As anyone knows who
has been touched by the storytelling magic of Anne McCaffrey, to read of the exotic world of Pern is to inhabit it—and to experience its
extraordinary dragons is to soar aloft with them and share their dazzling adventures. Now, A Gift of Dragons brings together three beloved
stories and a thrilling new tale of Pern in a single volume illustrated with beautiful artwork by Tom Kidd. In “The Smallest Dragonboy,”
Keevan is the youngest dragonrider candidate, determined to impress a dragon when the next clutch of eggs hatches. But what transpires will
surprise everyone—Keevan most of all. In “The Girl Who Heard Dragons,” a young girl’s rare ability to communicate with dragons puts her
family in danger and will bring her face to face with her greatest fears—and with her most secret desire. The “Runner of Pern” is a girl named
Tenna, who follows family tradition by delivering messages—and who will find her destiny on the mossy traces that runners have used for
centuries under the dragon-filled sky. And finally, a very special gift: an exciting new Pern adventure, published here for the first time, fresh
from the imagination of Anne McCaffrey.
The Devourer. The Dark Death. Goddess of Wrath. Nemoria has many names. But she has only one goal: To slaughter every dragon in
Requiem.Requiem. A noble, ancient kingdom. The land of dragons. For years, Requiem has been fighting Nemoria. Barely surviving.And
now, the goddess unleashes terrifying new pets.The titans rise from the sea. Gargantuan beasts. Tall as mountains. Their feet shatter forests.
Their jaws feast upon cities. Requiem's dragons are mighty. But by these titans, they seem smaller than flies.The dragons fly to their final
stand. Their fire lights the darkness. Their voices ring out: "For Requiem!"As the titans rampage, Requiem's dragons must fly higher than ever
before. They must invade the realm of the gods. They must do the impossible--slay a goddess.
On one side of the border lies the modern world: the internet, homecoming dances, cell phones. On the other side dwell the ancient monsters
who spark humanity's deepest fears: dragons. Seventeen-year-old Kay Wyatt knows she's breaking the law by rock climbing near the border,
but she'd rather have an adventure than follow the rules. When the dragon Artegal unexpectedly saves her life, the rules are abruptly
shattered, and a secret friendship grows between them. But suspicion and terror are the legacy of human and dragon interactions, and the
fragile truce that has maintained peace between the species is unraveling. As tensions mount and battles begin, Kay and Artegal are caught
in the middle. Can their friendship change the course of a war? In her young-adult debut, New York Times bestselling author Carrie Vaughn
presents a distinctly twenty-first-century tale of myths and machines, and an alliance that crosses a seemingly unbridgeable divide.
What if there was but one dragon left in the world? What if dragons were more than just imaginary creatures? What if long ago they soared
through our skies? And what if there was only one dragon left? Where might it hide from our machines, from our technology, from us? And
where would it go if it spread its wings for one last flight? New York Times bestselling writer Robert Burleigh and Harry Potter artist Mary
GrandPre answer these questions by taking us on one last great journey into the starry night. Read this book with a child and wait for the
inevitable moment when he looks to the sky . . . and wonders.
The Dragon Knight is the second book of Gordon R. Dickson's Dragon Knight series. The novel begins five months after the battle at Loathly
Tower which took place in The Dragon and The George.
In the sixth book in the best-selling Dragon Masters series, the prime Dragon Stone is in trouble!
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